
Posidonia Hermes Heracles Zeus emergency towing systems

 back Emergency Towing Arrangements E.T.A.
Hermes (aft) and Heracles (fwd) and Zeus (fwd) are the smallest, cheapest, easiest emergency 
towing arrangements type approved by all major Registers and fully complying to I.M.O. resolution 
MSC35(63) of 94.05.20 and O.C.I.M.F. recommendations. 
The main components of the two models, 1.000 kN and 2.000 kN are :

pick-up gear Panama chock strong point

deploying drum bow arrangement  
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Posidonia emergency towing systems storage box

 
 

back

Emergency Towing Arrangements pick-up 
gear

This box is installed at stern and 
contains the light buoy, the messenger 
rope already connected to the towing 
steel wire rope. 
One man only unlocks the cover just 
before abandoning the ship and from 
this point further all operations can be 
managed by the tug, because the lights 
buoy fells down awaiting for the tug.

Posidonia srl Head Office: 12 Via Giovanni da 
Verrazzano 16165 Genova Italy 
www.posidonia.com Tel +39-010-8380098 fax 
8369835 

Indian Office: 9-203, Balaji garden sec 11 plot 
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Posidonia emergency towing systems Panama chock
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Emergency Towing Arrangements Panama 
chock

The Panama chock is tested according 
both to I.M.O. and O.C.I.M.F. requirements. 
It is type approved, wich means that the 
prototype has been tested at our testing 
bench at 1962 / 3924 kN at 30 / 60 / 90 
degrees pull.
Most of the Panama chocks existing at 
bow and stern of the tankers are fully 
workable for general mooring purposes 
but they do not comply to I.M.O. requirements,
so they must be replaced with approved ones.

deck type - bulwark type  
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Posidonia emergency towing systems strong point
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Emergency Towing Arrangements
strong point

This strong point can be opened into 
two parts to enable the hawsing of the 
steel wire rope. The prototype has been 
tested at our testing bench at 1962 / 3924 kN 
at the presence of American bureau of shipping, 
Bureau veritas, Class NK, Det norske veritas, Lloyd's 
register of shipping, Rina. 
It must be inserted in the deck, after dwg approval by 
the classification company.
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Posidonia emergency towing systems storage drum
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Emergency Towing Arrangements 
Deploying drum

95 /120 m of steel wire rope dia 54 / 76 mm
are stored on the drum, ready to be deploied, 
controlled by the automatic brake, in les that 
15 minutes, as ruled by I.M.O. (Our prototype 
deployment test has been completed in 11 
minutes, at the presence of American bureau 
of shipping, Bureau veritas, Class NK, Det norske 
veritas, Lloyd's register of shipping, Rina.
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Posidonia emergency towing systems bow chain stopper

back

fwd Emergency Towing Arrangements

Tongue type chain stopper S.W.L. 2.000 kN 
suitable both for OCIMF mooring chafing chain 
dia 76 grade 3 and IMO towing chafing chain 
(dia 54 or 76 mm) c/w drilled base and seating 
(standard height of seating = 350 mm.)
Towing chafing chain in high tensile steel 
grade 3, length abt 8 m., one end with open 
end link and other end fitted with standard 
open pear shaped link
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EMERGENCY TOWING ARRANGEMENTS “HERMES"
"HERACLES" & “ZEUS”

INSTALLATION & MAINTENANCE

1) FOREWORD

Emergency Towing Arrangements (ETA) "HERMES" & "HERACLES" are
designed and produced by POSIDONIA SRL, Genoa (Italy) in accordance  with
IMO Resolution MSC 35(63) dd 20th May 1994. (regulation V/15-1 of the 1974 SOLAS
Convention).

 The arrangements are produced in two sizes :

-  1000 kN SWL for tankers over 20.000 tdw but less than 50.000 tdw .
-  2000 kN SWL for tankers equal or over 50.000 tdw.

According to IMO requirements the minimum breaking load of all the
components is the double of the safety working load (SWL).

 Each size has two versions :

- "HERMES" for tanker’s stern   installation (AFT) .
- "HERACLES"  or “ZEUS”  for tanker bow installation (FWD).

1.1) HERMES AFT.

 The "HERMES" AFT system includes a cone bracket strongpoint, a pennant
cable with sockets, a cable drum with deployment control brake and a specially
 reinforced fairlead. Strongpoint and fairlead structures are provided with base
plate to be inserted in the tanker’s deck, whilst the drum frame is to be simply
chocked and welded to the deck.

 A case containing the pick-up gear with flashing buoy and special shackle
for connection to the pennant cable is also part of the supply and is to be
fitted on the rail, close to the fairlead.

The case is supplied with stainless steel pick-up buoy and pick-up cable jagged
inside with abt. 5 m extension outside the case to be connected to the pennant socket
outside the strongpoint.

An air motor with reduction gear can be supplied as optional device for
winding the pennant wire on the drum. The unit air motor-reduction gear is
provided with a bolting base to be connected to the drum frame and a hexagonal
pin to be connected to the drum shaft. To operate the air motor 2500-3000
 litre/min of air at 4-6 bar and a 1" hose are to be provided at least. The air hose is to be
connected to the air motor inlet port, whilst the silencer is to be connected to the
outlet port. The unit can operate in both directions (winding and unwinding) simply
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 by changing the connections of the air hose and the silencer.
o r    a l t e r n a t i v e l y  :

an unpowered retrieving device (retrieving drum), composed by :

- a secondary drum c/w steel structure for coupling to the drum support
- 120 m of 14 mm dia wire rope:
By unrolling the secondary drum by a pedestal roller and a ship's winch, the main drum
will recover the steel towing pennant rope (3 tons pull winch is required)                          

1.2) HERACLES FWD.

 The "HERACLES" FWD system includes a bracket & pin strongpoint, a chafe
chain  complete with a standard  pear shaped link at one end and open end suitable for
joining to the strong point at the other end, and a specially reinforced fairlead. Both
structures are provided with base plate to be inserted in the tanker’s deck.

1.3) ZEUS

Posidonia supply includes also the “ZEUS”  FWD chain stopper suitable to be used
for ETA forward for all tankers size being designed and tested for 2000 kN SWL. 

The “ZEUS”  FWD System includes a special chain stopper as strongpoint, a chefe
chain and a specially reinforced fairlead. Both structures are provided with base plate to
be inserted in the tanker’s deck.
 

2) INSTALLATION

Installation on board is to be carried out according to the drawings provided by
POSIDONIA on the basis of the ship’s structural plans received by the Owner, who,
in collaboration with Posidonia, has to get the approval from the Class Society.

 AII other structural additional reinforcements, fabricated of " A" class type
 steel, are to be fitted and welded on board in way of the strongpoint base plate and
the fairlead, in accordance with the above drawings.

2.1) HERMES AFT .

The case containing the pick-up gear  flashing buoy and special shackle for
connection to the pennant cable is to be fitted on the rail or bulwark,  close to the 
fairlead. Suggested position for the case is abt. 2 m portside of the fairlead centre line.
 The strongpoint and the drum with the pennant are despatched separately for
easier installation, the drum is also supplied with band brake in closed position.
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To put the system in operating conditions it is necessary to :
- Open the strongpoint by removing the horizontal pins and the two bottom  blocks.
- Loose the band brake by unscrewing both lever and fulcrum nuts .
- Unwind few meters of pennant wire rope from the drum.
- Pass the pennant socket through the strongpoint .
- lnstall again in place the strong point’s bottom blocks together with the horizontal pins.
- Tighten the pennant between the strongpoint and the drum by winding it on
   the drum. The air motor or the retrieving drum are optionally provided for this task.
- Regulate the band brake by tightening the fulcrum nut to 400 Nm and the
   lever nut until the bottom of the nut itself is in line with the metal mark.
-  If the case content has been removed, follow the following instructions to
   arrange the pick-up gear correctly :

. keep the special pennant shackle with abt. 5 m cable outside the case ;
 . pass the cable through the notch ,
 . jag the cable in "8 shape" coils;

. fit in the pick-up buoy, topside down, between the "8 shape" coils ,

. connect the end cable shackle to the bottom buoy eye ;

. pass the pennant shackle and cable through the fairlead from outside ;

. connect the pennant shackle to the pennant socket.

NOTE :

The shackle connecting the pick-up cable to the pennant outboard socket
may be disconnected temporarily, only in harbour, to use the fairlead for mooring
purpose, under the Master’s responsibility. A member of the crew must be appointed
to take care of quick connection in case of emergency.

2.2) HERACLES FWD.

 For the "HERACLES" FWD system, the end link of the chafe chain is to be
connected to the strong point pin and the chain stowed on deck, ready to be
eployed with the free pear shaped link on top. The moving and the connection of the chafe
chain can be done by hand, using ropes, or by ship’s winch and pedestal rollers.   

2.3) ZEUS FWD 

For the "ZEUS" FWD system, the end link of the chafe chain is to be
connected to the chain stopper  and the chain stowed on deck, ready to be
eployed with the free pear shaped link on top.

3) OPERATION.

In case of  emergency , the following instructions are to be carried out to operate the
systems :
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3.1) HERMES AFT.

 For the "HERMES" AFT systems the pick-up gear case is to be opened and
the flashing buoy will fall down to the sea together with the pick-up rope, already
connected to the pennant outboard socket. As soon as the tug picks-up the flashing
buoy and starts pulling  the pick-up rope, the drum, due to the brake,  will pay out  the
pennant wire in a controlled manner, until the inboard pennant socket, guided and
tensioned  by the end sling, will match and stop in the cone-bracket strongpoint.

 The tug can start towing safely, as soon as the outboard pennant socket has been hauled
on board on the tug and connected to the towing gear.

 3.2) HERACLES FWD.

For the “HERACLES” system, the end link of the chafe chain is to be inserted into
the pin of the strong point and the chain stowed on deck ready to be deployed with the
free pear link on top. The moving and the connection of the chafe chain can be done by
hand, using ropes, or by ship’s winch and pedestal rollers.   

 
3.3) ZEUS FWD.

For the “ZEUS” system, the end link of the chafe chain is to be inserted into the
stopper and the chain stowed on deck ready to be deployed with the free pear link on top.
The moving and the connection of the chafe chain can be done by hand, using ropes, or
by ship’s winch and pedestal rollers.   

4) MAINTENANCE.

 To keep the systems in good operating conditions, the following maintenance
instructions are to be carried out :

4.1) HERMES AFT.

"HERMES" AFT  ETA system is to be inspected weekly to check the
availability of all components.

The lubrication of the messenger box rotation and cover hinges must be verified
and restored periodically. 

If the bow shackle connection has been disconnected to use the fairlead for
mooring operation, the crew must check that the connection has been carried out
before the tanker’s departure.
The battery in the flashing buoy must be replaced every six months (use three
1.5Valkaline batteries).
The drum brake regulation is to be checked every six months to prove, by a 
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dynamometer, that the drum starts paying out the pennant at 10-20 kN for 
"HERMES 1 .000" and 20-30 kN for "HERMES 2.000" . the brake tension regulating
nuts are to be tightened or released to meet above requirement.

Every two years :

- the drum brake is to be released and the brake band removed to clean
  the drum brake groove surface;
- the pennant wire is to be checked, greased with standard wire cable
  products and wound again
 - the brake band is to be refitted and the brake to be regulated as above.

If the air motor/reduction gear winding device has been provided, the motor
and the gear are to be checked as per enclosed maker's maintenance instruction.

4.2) HERACLES FWD.

"HERACLES" FWD  ETA  system is to be inspected weekly to check the
correct chafe chain stowage and the pin securing devices in place.

4.3) ZEUS

“Zeus” system is to be inspected weekly to check the connect chafe chain storage
and the pawl and lever closure.

Genoa, March 1998.
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PICK-UP GEAR  BOX

The box containing the Pick-up Gear is to be fitted on the rail of the ship, close to the fairlead.

The box contains - A PICK-UP CHAIN.
- A STAINLESS STEEL PICK-UP BUOY WITH LIGHT.
- A POLYPROPYLENE PICK-UP CABLE.

THE PICK-UP CHAIN
is fitted with:-

A connecting link A shackle for connecting
for attaching to the to the Pick-up Buoy.
shackle passing through
the Cable Thimble.

Th
in
an
fa

Fi
th
e stainless steel  PICK-UP BUOY is stored The polypropylene PICK-UP CABLE is 
 the box with the light facing downwards, inserted into the box as in the picture to
d the lug to take the pick-up chain shackle  allow snag-free deployment when needed.
cing upwards.   

ve metres of pick-up cable is left outside the box, to be p
e shackle at the end of the pennant cable, outside the stron
assed through the fairlead and connected to
g-point.











































































































































































                                    R E F E R E N C E     L I S T of Emergency Towing Systems

* 3 MAJ SHIPYARD, Rijeka : H. 662 - H. 663 - H. 673
* AEGEAN SHIPPING, Athens : POLIXENI - THEOPISTI - ZORAS
* AG SHIPMANAGEMENT, Nyon : ANDREAS - DUMBADZE - GELOVANI – PARNAR
* ALANDIA, Mariehamn : ALANDIA FOX - ALANDIA LYNX
* ANCORA INVESTMENTS, Piraeus : BREEZE A - FAIR SEAS - FAIR SKIES - HOPE A - MARINER A - TRUST A –
  WAVE A
* ANDROS MARITIME, London : CHRYSSI - CRETE - DELOS - KALAMOS - KASSOS - KERKYRA - KIMOLOS - KYTHIRA
  – IKARIA - SKOPELOS - SKYROS - SYMI - ZANTE
* ARTEMIS, Malta : MAKHACKHALA
* AVIN INT.L, Piraeus : KRITI AKTI - KRITI ART - KRITI CHAMPION - KRITI COLOR - KRITI FILOXENIA –
  KRITI PALM - KRITI RIVER
* B+H EQUIMAR, Singapore : ALEX - AQUINADNE - ARMA - COMMUTER - CURY - HAROLD K.HUDNER - EDMO –
  MACLE - SKAUHOLT - SKOWHEGAN
* B+T SHIPPING, London : STREAM
* BLEHEIM SHIPPING, London : ALLEGRA II - MARIA LAURA
* CANTIERI NAVALI F.LLI ORLANDO, * Leghorn : HULL 277
* CARBOFIN, Genova : LUIGI LAGRANGE
* CHILANA, Malta : ANDREEA
* COLUMBIA SHIPMANAGEMTN, Limassol : BAKRADZE - NINO
* CORAL STAR, Malta : NORTH WIND - WHITE SEA
* EASTERN MEDITERRANEAN, Athens : GRAND LADY - SUPER LADY
* FAIRSEA, London : MONTANA - MONTROSE
* FINCANTIERI, Genoa Yard : H.6010 - H.6024
* FLETAMENTONS MARITIMOS, Madrid : ACTINIA - ANEMONIA
* GEMARFIN, Lugano : KRISTAL - NIASE - PROBITAS - PROGRESO - SAN CARLOS - SAN FELIX - SAN SEBASTIAN
* G.N.M.T.C., Tripoli : AIN TAURGA - ELBREGA - ELFWAIHAT - ELGURDABIA - ELHANI - ELRAKWA - ESSIDRA –
  ZUETINA
* GREAST EASTERN, Mumbai : JAG PAVITRA, JAG PRANAM
* KRONOS MARITIME, Piraeus : RIGEL
* LYRA MARITIME LTD, London : ALKAIOS - ALKMAN - PAEAN - PINDAR
* MARINE MANAGEMENT, Isle of Man : JIWANAT QATAR - JOHARATA QATAR
* MARITTIMA FLUVIALE, Savona - MONTE CHIARO - MONTE BERICO
* MARTINOLI SAM, Monaco : CAMARGUE - PROVENCE - VERDI
* MARYTANK, Piraeus : ALEX STREAM - BRILLIANT SEA - SANTA MARIA
* NAMESECO, Rotterdam : OILINVEST PRIMA
* NAVIGEST, Geneve : SUN RAY - SUN ROSE
* NEREUS, Piraeus : ADAMAS
* NOVOSHIP, London : MECHANIK GAROVNIK - MECHANIK KHMELEVSKIY - MECHANIK YURYEV - MECHANIK ILCHENKO
* NOVOSHIP, Novorrosiysk : AKADEMIK PUSTOVOYT - AKADEMIK VERESHAGIN - ASHKHABAD - BURGAS - GENERAL
  TYULENEV - GEROI CHERNOMORYA - GEROI NOVORROIYSKA - GEROI SEVASTOPOLIYA - GRIGORY NESTERENKO -
  KAPITAN E.IVANOV - KAPITAN OSTASHEVSKIY - KAPITAN V.EGOROV - LIPETSK - MARSHAL CHUIKOV - MARSHAL
  BAGRAMYAN - MARSHAL VASILEVSKIY - MEKANIK SLAUTA – MOSKOVSKIY FESTIVAL - POBYEDA - PYOTR SHMIDT –
  SOROKOLETIYE POBEDY - TUAPSE - VALERY CHKALOV - VLADIMIR KOKKINAKI - YEVGENIY TITOV -
* NUOVI CANTIERI APUANIA, Massa : H.1201 - H.1203 - H.1204 - H.1207
* PIXIDA, Limassol : GOLDEN DESTINY - NIKOLAOS
* PREMUDA GESTIONI, Genoa : FOUR ASTRA - FOUR STARS - FOUR STERNE
* RAVENSCROFT, Coral Gables : PRINCESS MARISOL - PRINCESS PIA
* RED SEA, Jeddah : AL MARWAH - AL SAFA - ISRAA - MIRAJ - YASMEEN
* ROSE SHIPPING, Piraeus : SUNMARSAT
* ORIZON, Malta - SEA HORSE
* SANTIERUL NAVAL, Costanza : 3 PRODUCT TANKERS 38.000 T DWT
* SCORPIO SAM, Monaco : BREGEN - HESNES
* SEA TRADE, Piraeus : BANIAS STAR - RADWAN
* SEAARLAND, Villach : ALLEGRA - CONNY - GRAZIA
* SEATRADE, Piraeus : SYRA
* SNAM SPA, Milan : AGIP LOMBARDIA - AGIP LIGURIA - AGIP MARCHE - AGIP NAPOLI -  AGIP PALERMO - AGIP
  PIEMONTE - ECO AFRICA -   ECO EUROPA - SNAM ELBA - SNAM PALMARIA
* STELMAR, Piraeus : FULMAR - NEDIMAR - PRIMAR
* SORENSEN, Arendal : ANCORA - ARICA
* SOUTHERN SHIPPING, Fort Lauderdale : KATHRYN SEA
* TANKER PACIFIC, Singapore : CINTA TRADER - CORAL SEA - CROWN JEWEL - DAIMON JADE - GLORY SUMMIT –
  EMERALD SEA - EMERALD SKY - EMERALD STAR - KIKU PACIFIC - LARISSA - MILLENIA JEWEL - NATUNA SEA -
  OCEAN JEWEL - PACIFIC ONYX - PHOENIX TRADER - REGENT SEA - SEA JEWEL - SHANGHAI - TSURU ORIENT –
  YUHO MARU (AND 2 SHIPS UNNAMED)
* THALASSIS, Piraeus : THEMERA
* UNIDEAL, Kifissia : SANT'AMBROGIO

AND MORE THAN OTHER 50 UNNAMED SHIPS DELIVERED TO RE-SELLERS




